Polymorphom of sexually different cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.) NIL lines.
Isolations of polymorphic sequences of two pairs of the NIL lines of cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.), which differ with respect to sex, were carried out using the subtraction hybridization methods of DSC (Differential Subtraction Chain) and GDDSC (Genetically Directed DSC). 266 DSC tags were isolated from the entire genome region, and 38 GDDSC tags were isolated from the region containing the sex genes. Based on the obtained results, the methods used may be considered highly effective. The attained sequences, like 11 AFLP clones obtained earlier [Witkowicz, J. et al. Cell. Mol. Biol. Lett. 8 (2003) 375-381], were characterized by analyzing their hybridization with differential (dhaom) and subtractive cDNA libraries (cDNAsubtractom) from 1- to 2- mm floral buds of the same lines, and by the sequencing of 28 tags. A high average degree of homology was found to exist in the genpolom to dhom and cDNAsubtractom, particularly in the case of "dominant" (when the tester used was a line in which the sex of the plants was dependent upon the dominant allele). This indicates a significant share of coding sequences in the polymorphic genomic tags as well as their share in flower formation. Many of these sequences originate from the sex gene region. Analysis of the sequenced tags showed their interesting composition, including many organelle sequences which transferred into the nucleus, and coding.